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ABSTRACT
In recent works, numerous physical-layer security systems have
been proposed as alternatives to classic cryptography. Such systems
aim to use the intrinsic properties of radio signals and the wireless
medium to provide con�dentiality and authentication to wireless
devices. However, fundamental vulnerabilities are o�en discovered
in these systems shortly a�er their inception. We therefore challenge
the assumptions made by existing physical-layer security systems,
and postulate that weaker assumptions are needed in order to adapt
for practical scenarios. We also argue that if no computational ad-
vantage over an adversary can be ensured, secure communication
cannot be realistically achieved.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In Physical (PHY)-layer security schemes, secure wireless commu-
nication between multiple entities is achieved by solely relying on
intrinsic properties of radio signals and the wireless medium. Here,
the work entitled “�eWire-Tap Channel” and presented byWyner
in 1975 [18] is considered as the information-theoretic foundation
of such systems [21], and has been cited in more than 3,900 related
works over thepast decades. Buildingupon the ideas ofWyner’s sem-
inal paper, several PHY-layer security systems have been proposed;
each with their ownmethodology for providing secrecy by making
use of PHY-layer properties of the wireless channel. Some example
use cases for these PHY-layer security systems can be found in the
domains of authentication [8, 10, 16], key generation [17, 20], and
secure communications [2, 7]. Unfortunately, these systems are of-
ten designed under assumptions that do not hold true in practice, e.g.
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that the Channel State Information (CSI) of all entities (including the
adversary) is known, and thatmultiple nodes arewilling to cooperate
in order to achieve secrecy [19]. As a consequence, many PHY-layer
security schemes have been proven to be broken in practice a�er
a closer examination in subsequent research. Several examples of
a�acks on PHY-layer security systems can be found in [4, 14, 15, 21].
As such, we believe there is a need for a more rigorous evaluation
of PHY-layer security systems under weaker and thus more realistic
assumptions. In this opinion paper, we hope to start a discussion
surrounding these assumptions in practical scenarios, and posit that
systems which operate under impractical assumptions should not
be suggested as alternatives to classic cryptography.

2 CONFIDENTIALITY ONTHE PHYS-
ICAL LAYER

�ework of Wyner demonstrates how a reliable and secure commu-
nication channel can be established between two entities, Alice and
Bob, in the presence of an eavesdropper Evewithout exchanging any
prior secret credentials. �is is accomplished under the condition
that Eve’s channel is di�erent and degraded compared to Bob’s chan-
nel. In this case, the usage of stochastic code words allows Bob to
decode themessage, whereas Eve observes only a corruptedmessage
that is indistinguishable from uniform random noise [18]. Should
the channel from Alice to Bob be worse than the channel from Alice
to Eve, then secure communication is not possible [19].

Manyworks have since built upon this idea by improving the rela-
tive channel advantage over Eve. �is can be achieved by deliberately
transmi�ing noise to Eve in order to further degrade her channel,
which in turn increases the secrecy between Alice and Bob. Exam-
ples of such techniques are cooperative jamming [6], friendly jam-
ming [7], and orthogonal blinding [2]. Although these systems can
indeed provide provable security under ideal circumstances, recent
works have shown that they can be broken underweaker adversarial
assumptions. For instance, Tippenhauer et al. found that friendly
jamming techniquesarevulnerable if anadversarycandiscernand�l-
terout the jammingsignals, e.g. byusingmultipleantennas [15]. Sim-
ilar a�ackshave beenperformedbyYaoandSchulz et al. to break con-
�dentiality in systems that implement orthogonal blinding [14, 21].

Besides jamming, other works have employed di�erent strate-
gies for achieving secrecy. For example, the reciprocity property of
the wireless channel can be used in order to derive a secret key for
subsequent communications [17, 20]. In a reciprocal channel, the
channel impulse response is assumed tobe identical at the sender and
receiver. Consequently, when Alice and Bob measure each other’s
CSI through probing signals, the resulting observations are highly
correlated. However, in practice, subtle manufacturing-induced
hardware di�erences between the sender and receiver necessitate
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either a prior calibration between both entities or an error correction
on the received signals. Here, the former makes the approach less
pragmatic, whereas the la�er leaks information to Eve. Furthermore,
Evemust be at least half awavelength away from the communicating
entities in order to guarantee a degradation of her channel due to
fading and noise [17, 20].

Discussion
Based on the examples discussed above, we have seen that when
Eve possesses multiple antennas or transceivers, she can increase
her channel advantage and subsequently break the con�dentiality
provided between Alice and Bob. We therefore posit that for the
evaluation of PHY-layer con�dentiality in practice, a determined
adversary with be�er hardware capabilities than the cooperating
entities should be assumed. Furthermore, the adversary should be
assumed to be active, i.e. they can manipulate or jam the channel
with arbitrary transmissions.

Another fundamental assumption is the distance between Eve
and Alice or Bob. In practical scenarios, one would prefer a system
that is secure regardless of the distance between an adversary and
any communicating entities. �at is, it should be assumed that an
adversary can roam freely and interact with the channel from any
physical location. However, as the distance between for example Eve
andAlice decreases, their channel conditions becomemore similar to
each other, which breaksWyner’s condition that Eve’s channel must
bedegraded incomparison toAlice’s channel. Now,Bob’s a�empts at
degrading Eve’s channel through jamming become futile, as Alice’s
channel will undergo the same e�ects. Furthermore, if Eve possesses
identical or be�er radio hardware than Alice, the same information
canbe extracted fromthewireless channel,which thwartsPHY-layer
key derivation mechanisms that rely on fading e�ects. Although
work has been done on investigating the e�ect of the proximity to
the adversary (see for example [2]), it would be bene�cial to combine
this investigation with weaker assumptions about CSI knowledge
and the adversary’s available hardware or behavior.

In Figure 1, we illustrate an example setup that can be considered
as a worst-case scenario for PHY-layer security systems. Here, both
Alice and Eve utilize the same radio hardware and antenna array,
which provides I/Q samples over awired link to their respective host
machines. Such setups can be trivially realized in practice through
the usage of So�ware De�ned Radios (SDRs). Now, both Alice and
Eve receive the same information about the channel, but are oth-
erwise individually responsible for processing the I/Q samples on
their host machines. Under these circumstances, we hypothesize
that any PHY-layer security scheme intended to provide secrecy
betweenBob andAlice is practically broken, if Alice andBob have no
computational advantage over Eve. More speci�cally, given that Eve
has knowledge about the algorithms used in the PHY-layer security
scheme, she can use the information containedwithin the channel to
break con�dentiality. Observe that for traditional cryptographic ap-
proaches based on computational advantage, secrecy can be obtained
in the setupof Figure 1by le�ingAlice andBobengage in a securekey
exchange protocol or by pre-installing secret keys on their devices.

Figure 1: An example setup where Eve is guaranteed to have
the same information as Alice about the wireless channel,
although both are independently responsible for processing
this information. �e closer this situation is approximated
in practice, themore vulnerable a PHY-layer security system
will be to attacks.

3 PHYSICAL-LAYER IDENTIFICATION
Identi�cation on the physical layer generally involves two entities,
namely theprover andveri�er,where the veri�ermust determine the
identityof theproverbasedon information fromthewireless channel.
�e goal of the adversary is then to impersonate the prover by trans-
mi�ing spoofed frames to the veri�er. PHY-layer identi�cation sys-
tems have been proposed in the domains of authentication [8, 10, 16],
relay and replay a�ack countermeasures [9, 11], and others [1, 3, 13].

A typical PHY-layer identi�cation systemcomprises of two stages:
a training and testing phase. In the training phase, the system trains
on uniquely identifying features observed from the prover’s radio
transmissions in order to construct a �ngerprint. In the testing
phase, said �ngerprint can be used to authenticate transmissions of
the prover. �e adversary is assumed to be unable to impersonate the
prover, since they were not present during the training phase, and
since the intrinsic features of the adversary’s radio would modify
the resulting transmission such that an a�ack can be detected [12].

Discussion
In some works, PHY-layer identi�cation approaches are related
to biometric authentication systems due to their similar modus
operandi [5, 10, 12]. However, anotable di�erence is that aPHY-layer
�ngerprint is broadcast over the wireless medium, whereas in bio-
metric authentication, the unique�ngerprint is transmi�edvia a side
channel that cannot be observed by the adversary. Consequently, the
adversary has an advantage in PHY-layer authentication systems:
they can observe a (degraded) version of the prover’s �ngerprint.

As shown by Danev et al., PHY-layer identi�cation systems are
vulnerable to a�acks for the above reason. An adversary can obtain
the PHY layer �ngerprint with a high sample rate signal analyzer,
modify the signal in the digital domain and then replay the resulting
signal in order to impersonate other wireless devices [4]. �ere-
fore, one can argue that the assumption that the adversary’s radio
hardware causes a detectable modi�cation of the �ngerprint upon
transmission does not hold in practical scenarios.
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Furthermore, a con�icting tradeo� between the noise resistance
and spoo�ng resistance can be identi�ed in systems that rely on
PHY-layer identi�cation for authentication. �at is, a PHY-layer
identi�cation systemwithhighnoise tolerancewill be easier to spoof
when the small changes introduced to the signal by the adversary’s
hardware are under the noise �oor. Conversely, a system that is ca-
pable of detecting these small changes might be unable to recognize
legitimate devices when the channel conditions change. Even so, an
adversarymight still be able to spoof a message with low probability
due to �uctuations in the wireless channel. We hypothesize that
due to these limitations, PHY-layer identi�cation systems do not
increase the security in practical scenarios if an adversary can obtain
and analyze a transmission from the prover.

4 PHY-LAYER SECURITY SYSTEM
DEPLOYMENTS

Now that we have considered a number of weaker assumptions for
PHY-layer security systems, the question remains of how a well-
designed PHY-layer deployment would compare against a classic
cryptographic deployment in terms of cost and performance. For
this discussion we assume that a PHY-layer security system exists
where an adversary cannot obtain a channel advantage under any
circumstance.

In terms of the manufacturing cost, PHY-layer security systems
would not require additional hardware to perform cryptographic
operations. However, in order to create a channel advantage, the
CSI of intended receiversmust bemeasured continuously to account
for changes in the channel and movement of participating nodes.
Furthermore, if jamming is used to degrade the adversary’s channel,
each transmission requires the expense of additional power. �ese
operations thus introduce additional operational costs in terms of
power and performance for every transmission.

On the other hand, classic cryptographic solutions would require
specialized hardware to perform the cryptographic operations in
a timely manner. Additionally, keys would need to be installed or
agreed upon between devices before communication can take place.
Nevertheless, there would be no need to continuously evaluate the
CSIofother receiversor jamtheadversary’s channel, andoperational
costs would therefore be lower.

With these assumptions about cryptographic and PHY-layer secu-
rity systems in mind, we believe the cost of maintaining PHY-layer
security systemswould be greater than that of a cryptography-based
system. �e incentive for adoption by the industry would there-
fore be low, although a combination between PHY-layer security
and cryptography could be considered for the protection of critical
infrastructure in this scenario.

5 CONCLUDINGREMARKS
In this opinion paper, we have brie�y discussed some of the assump-
tions made in PHY-layer security systems with regard to con�den-
tiality and authentication. We believe that a combination of weaker
assumptions about knowledge of the CSI, adversarial hardware, ad-
versarial knowledge andbehavior, anddistance should be considered
more a�entively in future PHY-layer security research. Although
proving security under these weaker assumptions is di�cult, we

conjecture that researchers should at least consider practical scenar-
ios in the design phase of the PHY-layer security system. We have
further touched upon deployments of PHY-layer security systems,
and argue that the cost of such systems should be decreased in order
to compete with classic cryptography.
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